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Abstract 

The sωle-invariant burstiness or self-simuarity hαs been found in問 α1network. Relation between self-similαrity 
and network and/or system parameter is mainly discussed in the ωntext of applicαtion layer，αnd this self-similarity 
お ωωedby the file size of Web servers or the duration of user sessions. In addition， self-simuar burstiness hω 
been characterized by the transport layer protocol. Traffic dynαmics， however，α陀 mainlygenerated by physiωl 
ωnditions suchω the 陀 SOU1i伺陀strainment.In thお paper，凹ehave仇vestigαtedself-simuar propeT・tyfor TGP 
traffic under the 陀 sou陀 e何 strainmentto make the network parameter vαry using the network simulator. Ajter 
αnαlyzing the simulated何 sults，following properties四e陀 extracted.Firstly， the self-similar property becomes /ess 
distinctive for the bottleneck bandwidth陀 strainmentespecially under the ωnditionαt exceeding 4 % pαcket loss 
mte. Secondly， on的esαturated condition間的 nearlyno packet loss caused by the increase 01 client number， the 
sell-simuar propertyおsustainedwi抗 theHurst pammeter切仇 thevalue 010.5 lor allα沿.Finally， lαηe link delay 
exαeding 700 msec emphasizes the sell-similar property f07・αIIα包enlαrgingthe Hurst parameterαpproximatelyαt 
the valv.e 010.8. 

1 Introduction 

Since the seminal study of Leland， et al. [1]， the 
scalt:ト泊V訂 iantburstiness or selιsimilarity has been 
found in real network. Currently， selιsimilarity of 
network traffic has been widely adopted in the mod-
eling and analysis of network performance. Relation 
between self-similarity and network andJor system pa-
rameter is mainly discussed in the context of appli-
cation layer. Crovella et al. [2] indicate that this 
selιsimilarity is mainly caused by the file size of Web 
servers or the duration of user sessions， and ftp traf-
fic has the heavy-tailed property of Pareto distribution 
with 0.9壬α三1.1[3].

ln this paper， weおcuson. the selιsimilar property 
おrTCP traffic under bottleneck resource restrainment. 
ln general， the healthy Internet maintains the low error 
rate below one percentage， whereas some edge nodes of 
small provider temporally rise the error rate under the 
heavy load condition. These error-prone tra自白 are
controlled by the ftow control mechanism of TCP. It 
is the ongoing topic to investigate how this feedback 
mechanism effectuat部 theproperty of self-similarity. 
Weほ ploitthe variation of the H urst parameter in 
terms of the bandwidth restrainment， the increase of 

the number of clients and the expansion of delay. 
Park et al. [4] examined simulations with dive悶

conditions using network simulator， and found that the 
pr邸 enceofselιsimilarity at the link and network layer 
depcnds on whether reliable and ftow-controlled com-
munication is employed at the transport layer. In the 
absence of reliability and ftow control mechanisms， such 
邸 whena UDP-based transpo此 protocolis used， thcy 
found that much of the selιsimilar burstiness of the 
traffic w鎚 destroyed.This r回 ultinfers that the dis-
cussion of thc self-similar property for TCP traffic can 
makc the influence of the selιsimilarity morc clarify 
than that of UD P traffic. 

In this paper， we focus on thc condition of resource 
r回 trainmentfor TCP traffic， and investigate the prop-
erty of selιsimilar traffic in detail to make the network 
environment vary using the network simulator (ns-2) 
[5]. Firstly， we capture valu田 ofparameter on the con-
dition of resource restrainment， and clarify mechanisms 
of TCP. Then， the discussion of Hurst par創neterwill 
be presented. 

This paper is organized槌 follows.First， the back-
ground of self-similar property and estimation of Hurst 
parameter is described in Section 2 followed by the en-
vironment of network model and simulation in Section 
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where α(x) 'V b(x) means limx-明 α(x)/b(x)== 1， and 
αis called the tail index or shape parameter. Rβgard・
l回 sofもhebehavior of the distributionあrsmall valu偲

of the random variable， it is heavy-tailed if the tail of 
the distribution asymptotically decays under the man-
ner of power law. If P[Z > x] is heavy tailed then Z 
shows very high variability. Z has infinite variance for 
Oく αく 2，and， if 0く α三1，Z has infinite mean. In 
the networking context， we will be primarily interested 
in the case 1 <α<2. 

The simplest heavy-tailed distribution is the Pareto 
distribution. The Pareto distribution is power law over 
its entire range; its probability density function is given 
by 

3. With this simulation， we discuss the effec七ofselι 
similar traffic to make the network environment vary 
泊 Section4 and Section 5. Section 6 is the summary 
and discussion for future work. 

Background 

We will shortly introduce the basic concepts relating 
to selιsimilarity and a more detailed treatment can be 
found in Park et al. [7] and Abry et al.陣

2 

De・Long-Range and Selιsimilarity 
pendence 

2.1 

(6) x~ k， α，k >0， p(x) ==αkαx-αー
A process Jr(t)泊 saidto be selιsimilar， with selι 

s泊lilaritypar創 neterH > 0， if and its cumulative distribution function is given as 

(7) 

The parameter k represents the smallest possible value 
of the random variable， and is called the 10ω，tion pa・
rameter. 

2.3 

A quantitative measure of selιsimi1arity is obtained 
by using the Hurst parameter H， which expr'偲 S回 the
speed of decay of a time series' autocorrel叫ionfunc-
tion. A H-s回 iproc回 swith long-range dependence has 
an autocorrelation function of the form 

{Jr(t) ， t E R} ==d {cH Jr(t/c)， tεR}， 

where =d me創 18equality for all釦lItedimensional dis-
tributions. 

For applications， the class of self-similar proc由民S

are usually r，偲trictedto that of self-similar proc邸 S白

with stationary increments (or H-sssi processes). For a 
H-s錨 iproc田 s，the self-similarity parame旬rnec邸 sar-
ily falls泊 Oく Hく 1and the autocovariance function 
γ(k)， when it e:泊 ts，takes a specific， unique， and con-
strained form: 

、‘，，，
噌

EE-
，，.‘、Vc>O， 

F(x) = P[Z ~ x] == 1-(k/xYll. 

Estimation of Hurst Parameter 

Let r(k) == 7(k)/σ2 denote the autocorrelation func-
tion. For 0く H< 1，H:f=あitholds 

(2) 7(k) =三(ltl2H-It -812H + 181 

(8) 

where c > 0 is a constant， and 0 < sく1.The Hurst 
parameter is related toβvia 

k →∞， r(k) 'V ck一β

(3) 

In paticular， if !く H くり(k)asymptotically behaves 
錨 ck一βfor0 < s < 1， where c > 0 is a constant， 
s = 2 -2H， and we have 

k →∞. γ(k) ' V  H(2H _1)k2H-2， 

(9) 

H伺;vy-t剖ledprope此;ycauses the long-range depen・
dence that is one of the properti部 ofself-similarity. 
Park[7] pr，鴎ntedth抗 heavytails lead to predictabil-
ity， and in relation， they lead to long-range dependence 
in network traffic. Hurst parameter is related to the 
tail index by H == (3 -α) /2， which can be predicted 
by the on/off model in an idealized c蹴 correspond-
泊gtoa仕actalGaussian noise proc偲 sranging over 
1/2く H< 1 in corr邸 pondingto 1く αく 2.

Beran[6] introduced the method， i.e. the varianc争
time plot， to邸 timateHurst p釘創neter.The varianoo-
time plot is based on the slowly decaying variance of 
a selιsimilar time series， and it is expected to be scat-
tered around a straight line with negative slope 2H -2. 
Thls slope can be estimated based on the least squ町田

method. 
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H=1-2 
(4) 

That is， the autocorrelation function， which is the回-

sential property that causes it to be not summable， 
decays slowly. When r( k) decays hyperbolically such 
th抗 condition(4) holds， we call the corresponding sta-
tio脚 yproc邸Jr(t)long-range dependence. Jr(t) is 
sliort-range dependence if the autocorrelation function 
is summable. 

A random variable Z has a heavy-tailed distribution 
for some positive constant c， if 

P[Z > x] 'Vα一α' (5) 0<α< 2， 

Heavy-tailed Distribution 

乞 r(k)==∞・

2.2 



3 Network Model and Simulation 

3.1 Network Model 

C， 

s， 
C， 

Co 

Figure 1. Network configuration. 

Thc network is constructed by 110d田 andIinks. Cach 
Iink ha5 a buffcr， bandwidth， and latency. Serve， 
110<le s) h描 aprobability density fUllctions 1J;(X)(i = 
1，"'， n) for each TCP conn配 tion，where X と O
is a randorn variable denoting file size. Clieni 110de 
q(z=13 ，吋 independent1y叫 C田 S田 tothc田 rver，
where回 chrequ田 ti5 completely de回 mindedby the 
file size 

Figure 1 sho¥Vs l-server， n-client network configura-
tiOIl. The link betw田 nga旬、vayG I and G2 forms a 
bottleneck Iink. We will refe，加 thetraffic from G2 to 
G1 as dowl1stream traffic剖1dthc one from G) to G2 

as u pstream tra任ic.DOwllstream traffic denotes multi-
plexed file transmission from the 5crVCI 

Crovel1a et al. [2J indicate t山ha叫tt凶h】llS5田el叫fιf.s剖imila
1陪5ma剖m】Iycaused by the file s剖】zeof Web 、se印rvers01“1碍e 
durati旧。nof t1scr 5CSS剖l旧o凹ns. 1n additiol1】 ，、wemeas剖urcdl 
自le s剖l阻悶z加eof the top page 0凹叩ndivcrsc Web scrvers and 
observcd hcavy-tailed distributiol1 of file s目es191.We 
assumc that these actual file siヌ田 剖 eapplied to thc 
probability dcnsity function p;(X) 

3.2 Simulation Setup 

We adopむtheLBNL network simulator (ns) 15J to 
cvalllatc thc efrect of network paramcters. The ns is a 
vcry POI川 arsoftware for sir川 latingadvanced TCP /IP 
algorithms and protocols. In this p礼per，wc disclISS the 
relation bctween sclf-similar propcrty and thc variation 
of，白 trictedbandwidth 

We conducted 肌，，0diJferent types of e.xperirncnts; a 
bottleneck bandwidth rcstrainment and a bo悦lencck
delay r田trainment，disctlssing in latcr chapters. Thc 
topology of bandwidth r田 trainmentconsists of l-sever 
32.client nodes加 d15 msec la白 ncypr田 entingdomcs-
tic links with variation of b剖 ldwidth.Thc topology or 
delay r田 trainmcntconsists of 1・server1 28-cJient nodcs 
and 10 Mbps bandwidth with variation of dclay. Non-
bottleneck links arc all s叫 at10 Mbps bandwidth and 
15 ms配 latcllι3ιThema.ximlll11 segment剖問 isfixed 
at 1 kbytes. ¥"'e measlIre the downstrearn traffic from 
G2 to G1 

4 Effects of Bottleneck Restrainment 

4.1 Effects of Bandwidth Restrainment 

¥.Ve cxamine bottleneck link 1田 trainingbandwidth 
betw田 nG 1 and G2 • Self-similar trafRc is generat旺l
by the file size on the田 rv印刷thPareto distribu 
tion， i.e. heavy-tailed distributiol1. As the shape of 
Pareto di5tribution is mainly determined by the shapc 
par訓 eter(α)，明 conductfour different vall凧 i.e
a = 1.05，1.35， 1.65， and 1.95. In general， if a is close 
to 2， the process sequence has the property of short-
日 ngcdependcncc and operates similul'加 もhepr師 団 S
with exponential distribution. On the othcr hand， if 
αis c10se to 1， the process sequence has the proper色y
of long-range dependence. We set the packct size (0 1 
kbyte， data traffic rate to 200 kbps. Cacl】TCPagent 
connected to r田 pectiveclient TCPsink agent is set to 
Rcno and the window size of TCP is set to 100. 

4.1.1 Throughput Vru:泊tion

50口
400 
300 
200 

Figure 2. Throughput varing the bottleneck 
bandwidth. 

Figure 2 shows thcむhroughputvariation for TCP 
traffic when the bandwidth of bottlencck link va.ries 
from 1.0 to 5.0 !vlbps: stepping up 0.1 Mbps with foUl 
di町erentvalu田 of白 Theincreasing pat匝 rncha.ngcd 
whcn the bottleneck link w出 limitedat 3.3 Mbps， and 
each throughpu色maintaincda.pproxil11atcly thc same 
value (about 396 kbyte/5ec) for four α'5. Aftcr the 
bandwidth grows exceeding 3.3 Mbps， the tlu'ollghput 
curve at Q 1.05 increases with two slop田 Firstly，
the throughput gradually increases until bandwidth = 
4.3 Mbps， then is maintained the sarne value. The 
throughput for smaller αis slightly larger than that 
for largelαAfter releasing the J田 lrainmcntof bo凶 争

neck， smallcrαcontributes to raise the throughput peト
formance， indicating that thc property of self--sirnilarity 
enla唱団 山cthroughput 
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4.1.2 Loss Rate Variation 

三o20 
F 。
百 10
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Figure 3. Loss rate v品 ingthe bottleneck 
bandwidth. 

Figure 3 sho¥Vs the 1055 rate v剖 iationof bottlcneck 
I田 trail1l】lcntfor TCP traffic. To show the d田 cending
pattern of 1055 ra七ewithout overlapped lincs， the valuc 
of order of bandwidth ax盟 国 changedto the descend-
ing order. At small bandwidth from 1.0 to 1.3 Mbps， 
Iimitcd ba.ndwidth generates traffi.c congestiol1， lead-
ing to large 1055 1叫c.Under the conditiol1 of smaller 
balldwidth， that is under 3.2 ivIbps. loss rate roughly 
remains from 9 to 12 %，剖]dmaintains the similar va.lue 
for all αI indicating that the congestion control of TCP 
can arise the throughpuむadjustingthe TCP congcstion 
window sizc. The bandwidth = 3.3 Mbps config山 田

the changing point of 1055 ratc. In the larger band-
width from 3.4 to 3.7 Mbps， loss late suddenly drops 
to 1 % for thr田 α's(= 1.35，1.65 and 1.95)， while fOl 
α 1.05， loss rate rem副 nsa1most unchanged within 
the bandwidth of 3.3 to 3.8 Mbps， then it finally de 
creas田む01%at bandw吋 th= 4.3 Mbps 

These I田 ultsindicate following featUl田 Firstly，a 
small change of bandwidth causes a big changc of loss 
rates for TCP traffic. Secondly， conge，叫ioncontrol of 
TCP remains middle 105S rates such as 8 %む012% fOI 
cvery 0' and vanishes the dependency for a. 

4.1.3 Variation of Hurst Parameter 
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Figure 4. Hurst p担 ametcrvaring the 
bottleneck bandwidth. 

Figurc 4 iIIustrat田 Auctuationsof the I-Iurst param 
eter to make bottleneck bandlVidth vary. Th田cHurs色
paramcters are estima胞dby the slope of the variance-
time plo色forthe throughput based on the least squ剖 es
method. 1n the restricted bandwidth， the Hurst param-
cters副官 unstableremaining lowcr va1ues， i.e. undel 
0.6， ovcr narrower bandwidth than 3.3 Mbps [or e、。ry
αWhen bandwidth just reaches 3.4 Mbps， Hurst pa-
ramcter fo1' each白ニ1.35，1.65and 1.95 rises suddenly 
to 0.65， 0.79 and 0.74 1田 pectively，whercas the Hurst 
parameter [or白=1.05 still remaIns at 0.46， iI1creasing 
gradually between 3.5 and 4.2 Mbps bandwidth. Fi 
nally， when bandwidth rcaches at 4.2 Mbps， the Hurst 
pa日 meterfor eaιhα = 1.05，1.35，1.65 and 1.95 stays 
in 0.91， 0.75， 0.66 and 0.63 r田 pectivelYtmoving toむhe
叫ablevalues for eachα 

As the I田 ul回1 we can extrac色thefollowing. Hurst 
p剖 ametersfor TCP traf[jc suddenly change仕Olllun 
stable state to stable state for largelα's(=1.35， 1.65 
and 1.95)，句mchronizingthe changing point of loss rate 
from over 8 % to under 4 %. For the small白=1.05，
H urst paramcter converges to stable state wben IOS5 
rate decreas田 under4 %. These results mcan that 
the property of self-similarity for TCP traffic appears 
under the 1058 ra回 =4%

Park et al. [41 conducted the simulation using n，-2， 
and compared the estimuted valucs of Hurst paramU'一

回 forIimited bandwidth (1.5 Mbps)叩 dnon-limited 
bandwidth (155 Mbps). They concluded that band 
width limitation led to 110 significant variations for田 If-
similarity. Park et al. [41 al田 describedむhatlim比ed
bandwidth r田 ultedin 4 % packet drop rate for the 
most bursty case (α=1.05). Compared to Ollr 1白川恒，

むhccondition of the Iimited bandwidth (1.5 Mbps) has 
already cOl1verged to thc stable state， and the r田 ults
could noむleadto the diffcrencc 

1n TCPョ4% packet 1055 rate is the changing; poinも
frolTl unstable and stable state for the estimated Hursも
parameter. After reaching the stable slate， a I-lurst pa-
rameter is maintail1ed in a linear manner for cachα 
IむC剖 1be a1so said that bottleneck bandwidth restrain-
mcnt vanish田 theproperty of 5elf-similarity 

4.2 Effects of the number of Client 

111 thc previous subsection， we concluded heavy IOS5 
rate over 4 % led to unstable I-I lIrst paramcters and 
vanishcc¥ the self-similar property. 111 this and next 
subsections， we will burden the bottleneck link with 
the l1umber of client and delay without occurring the 
packet 1055 

4.2.1 Throughput Variation 

Firstly， we incre田 ethe number of clicnts. To remove 
the illfluence ofむhepacket 10田， the b剖 ldwidthof bot-
t1eneck Iink will be increased to 10 Mbps and the delay 
¥Vill be set to 15msec 
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Figure 5. Throughput varying the number of 
client. 

Figure 5 illustrates the throughput variation when 
the number of client varies from 24 to 150 with 8 step. 
The pattern， forming smaller αthat generates larger 
throughput， w錨 keptunder about 88 clients. If the 
number of clients increases over 96， then the through-
put maintains the same value for each α. The larger 
number of client causes the congestion control of TCP 
remaining the b回 tthroughput on this condition， while 
packet 1088 hardly appeared in all cas回. This r倒Ilts
means that the large number of clients vanish the char-
acteristic of throughput pattern for differentα's. 

4.2.2 Variation of Hurst Parameter 
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Figure 6. Throughput varying the number of 
client. 

Figure 6 shows fluctuations of the Hurst par創 ne-
ter varying the number of client. These values of the 
Hurst parameter have 0.93， 0.74， 0.60 and 0.54 for each 
α(=1.05， 1お， 1.65 and 1.95) respectivelyat 72 clients， 
and this descending slope are kept under clients smallcr 
than 72. On the other hand， valu田 ofthe H urst param-
eter for larger client converges to around 0.5 to 0.6. On 
the condition of the throughput saturation caused by 
the increase of client number， the 随時similarproperty 
will become less distinctive like the bottleneck band-
width r回 trainment.

4.3 Effects of Delay Restrainment 

In previous subsection， the traffic of 72 clients con-
figured the border value whether the selιsimilar prop-
erty is maintained or not. In this subsection， we will fix 
the number of client to 64 which is close to the bound-
ary value of 72， and make the bottleneck delay variable 

from 100 msec to 2000 msec. As all simulated data un-
der 100 msec delay is likely to have the simi1ar features 
in pre-experiments， we have conducted the delay is to 
exceeded 100 msec. 

4.3.1 Throughput Variation 
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Figure 7 shows the throughput variation for TCP 
traffic when the delay of bottleneck link varies from 
100 to 2000 msec stepping up 100 msec with four diι 
ferent values of α. Thc declining line of the Hurst pa-
rameter， indicating the throughput of smaller α's hold 
larger valu白 ofthe Hurst parameter， maintained ap-
proximately between 100 msec and 2000 msec. Among 
the last pa此 ofincreωing link delay up to 2000 msec， 
the throughput values fluctuated irregularly. The re-
sult indicates that the flow control of TCP could not 
converge the throughput to the smooth variation over 
larger link delay exceeding 700 msec. 

4ふ 2 Variation of Hurst Parameter 
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Figure 8. Hurst parameter varying the 
bottleneck delay. 

The variation of the H urst parameter is shown in 
Figure 8. These values of the Hurst parameter have 
0.82， 0.65， 0.63 and 0.64 for each α(=1.05， 1.35， 1.65 
and 1.95) r白 pectivelyat 400 msec link delay. If the 
link delay exceeds 400 msec， then this descending slope 
gradually transforms to the flat slope with large val-
ues. Contrary to the convergence to the value of 0.5 
caused by the increase of the number of client， large 
link delay causes the H urst parameter for all α's to be 
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approximately 抗 thevalue of 0.8. This result indicates 
that the large link delay enlarg'白 theproperty of selι 
similarity. On the other hand， incre錨 ingthe number 
of clients suppr鰯 esthe self-similar prope此yωpecially
for small α's( =1.05 and 1.35). In addition， if the flow 
control mechanism of TCP does not operate properly， 
色henthe selιsimilar property is enlarged. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper， we have investigated the property of 
selιsimilar trafficおrTCPtra血cunder the resource re-
str副nmentto make the network par剖 netervary using 
the network simulator. A此eranalyzing色hesimulated 
results，おllowingprope此ieswereぽ tracted. Firstly， 
the selιsimilar property becomes less distinctive for 
the bottleneck bandwidth r邸 trainmentespecially un-
der the condition at exc閃 ding4 % packet 1088 rate. 
Secondly， on the saturated condition with nearly no 
packet 10岱 causedby the increase of client number， the 
selιsimilar property is sustained with the Hurst param-
eter with the value of 0.5 for all α's. Finally， large link 
delay exceeding 700 msec emphasizes the selιsimilar 
property for a11 α's enlarging the Hurst parameter ap-
proximately at the value of 0.8. 

These simulations were examined by the variation of 
bottleneck bandwidth and delay. To extract network 
parameters effecting the proper句rof selιsimilarity， 
other simulations r回 trictingnetwork r邸 ourcesare r争
quired. In the next step， we will conduct the simulation 
to make network parameters vary such邸 queuelength. 
In the future， the real network experiment is to be con-
ductedおllowedby discussions of the precise network 
simulator to find the new metrics for the selιsimilarity. 
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